learning week: apr 6 - apr 10

ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT

K - 2nd

KINDERGARTEN
- How Many Letters In My Name?
- Plant Life Cycle
- Phonics

FIRST GRADE
- "OO" Like Spoon
- Verb Tenses
- Animal Sortify

SECOND GRADE
- Punctuation
- Find Sums of Ten
- Name the Parts of the Plant

3rd - 5th

THIRD GRADE
- Statements & Questions
- Word Problems

FOURTH GRADE
- Exploring the Dictionary
- Top Secret Match Agent

FIFTH GRADE
- Chain Reaction
- Distributive Multiplication

SCIENCE FOR ALL
- How to Make Sun Prints

6th - 8th

MATHEMATICS
- Long Division
- Adding Integers

READING, GRAMMAR & LANGUAGE ARTS
- Presidential Word Find
- Diagramming Adjectives, Adverbs and Articles

9th - 12th

MATHEMATICS
- Classify Triangles
- Circle Worksheets

READING, GRAMMAR & LANGUAGE ARTS
- Consonants: Single or Double?
- Homophones: Alike But Different

SCIENCE
- Model a Pandemic
SHARE YOUR PROJECTS!
WE WANT TO SEE YOUR MASTERPIECES! SHARE ON FACEBOOK AND TAG US (BGCSUNCOAST) OR SEND TO INFO@BGCSUN.ORG!

IMAGINATION & CREATION

K - 2nd

ARTS & CRAFTS
35 Ways to Decorate Easter Eggs
Make a Jelly Bean Bracelet

3rd - 5th

ARTS & CRAFTS
Kids Crayon Resist Art
The Kindness Clock Craft

6th - 8th

ARTS & CRAFTS
Create a Daily Journal
Jellyfish in a Bottle

9th - 12th

ARTS & CRAFTS
DIY Harry Potter Pencil Wands
Australian Style Rhythm Sticks

HEALTH & WELLNESS

K - 2nd

ACTIVITIES
Emotion Chart
Exercise with Dice

HEALTHY HABITS
Veggie Faces - No Bake Pizza & Wraps

3rd - 5th

ACTIVITIES
Breathe In, Breathe Out Exercise
Spell Your Name Workout

HEALTHY HABITS
Trail Mix Oat Cookies

6th - 8th

ACTIVITIES
UNO Workout
Crack the Secret Code

HEALTHY HABITS
Chop Chop Easy Teen Recipes

9th - 12th

ACTIVITIES
Couch to 5K App

HEALTHY HABITS
Chop Chop Easy Teen Recipes